An extremely large primary omental hydatid cyst: report of a rare case
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Abstract
Hydatid disease is a parasitic infection caused by Echinococcus granulosus (larval form) in humans with lesions most frequently encountered in the liver and lungs. It can rarely involve extra-hepatic organs. It is endemic in some regions of Iran. The omental hydatid cyst is a very rare manifestation of the disease. This report presents the interesting case of a very large omental hydatid cyst.
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Introduction
Hydatid disease is a parasitic infection caused by the larval form of Echinococcus granulosus in humans. It produces characteristic cystic lesions most frequently localized in the liver and lungs. Extra-hepatic involvement is rare (1). The disease is endemic in several regions of Iran (2). The omental hydatid cyst represents a very rare manifestation of the disease. It is usually secondary to the rupture of a liver or splenic cyst. Primary peritoneal cyst is extremely rare and should be differentiated from a mesenteric or duplication cyst (3,4).

The following case report presents a case of an extremely large omental hydatid cyst.

Case presentation
The case was an 82-year-old woman, with a body weight of 61 kg, who was referred to the emergency room with complaints of severe abdominal distention and dyspnea. She was admitted in the internal medicine ward with a primary diagnosis of ascites due to cirrhosis, based on the presence of the Caput medusae sign and clinical suspicion of ascites. She had a past history of eight abortions. She also mentioned an episode of abdominal distention about 40 years ago with a slow evolution. She also complained of a loss of the ability to walk during the last 10 years. During the last 2 years, her dyspnea has worsened gradually, so that she was unable to sleep in the supine position and obliged her to rest in lateral decubitus and semi-sitting positions. She had no other significant history of digestive problems during the recent years. Abdominopelvic ultrasonography showed a heterogeneous hypoechoic lesion filling the whole abdominal and pelvic cavities. Hematologic, serologic and hepatic tests were reported to be normal. After a surgery consult, an abdominal and pelvic computed tomography scan (CT) with intra-venous
(IV) contrast revealed a giant hypodense cystic mass of about 30x32 x43 cm located in the entire abdominopelvic cavity. It also revealed cystic wall calcifications in several areas that were extended to the abdominal skin border (Fig.1). With the differential diagnostics of ovarian cystadenoma, mesenteric cyst and omental cyst, the medical team decided to perform laparotomy in which a large cyst was revealed that had displaced the intestines to the sides of the abdomen. There was an important cyst calcification near the left abdominal wall, of about 2x4 cm. Anterior wall of the cyst was covered by the greater omentum, with manifestations of a vascular pattern (Fig.2). Cyst aspiration was performed and the sample was sent for pathological analysis. About 20 liters of cystic contents were aspirated. After decompression of the cyst, atrophy of the uterus, ovaries, stomach and spleen were observed. The posterior wall of the cyst adhered intimately and extensively to the mesentery, which prohibited the complete cyst release from the surrounding structures. The debris contained within the cyst was hard and sticky; therefore, the cyst was washed using Povidone-iodine 10% and the debris inside the cyst was removed (Fig.2). Finally, we performed a partial cystectomy and ensured external drainage. After five days, the patient was breathing normally and her weight was 44 kg (17 kg weight loss) (Fig.3). The pathology report confirmed a hydatid cyst in the sample of cystic wall, but smear and culture of cystic contents were negative.

The patient was discharged home and prescribed oral Albendazol with a dose of 15 mg/kg per day. After two weeks, the drain tubes were removed and she could walk without any help after 10 years and sleep in supine position after 2 years.

Fig. 1-A. Calcifications of the cyst wall with extension to the abdominal skin border. B. A giant hypodense cystic mass within the abdominopelvic cavity.

Fig. 2-A. Anterior wall of the cyst was covered by the greater omentum, with manifestations of a vascular pattern. B. Hard and sticky debris of cyst after aspiration.
Discussion

The human is an intermediate host in the life cycle of Echinococcus granulosus and infection occurs after the consumption of foods contaminated by canidae feces (5,6). Our case had a high probability of having hydatid disease, because she was a farmer working in close contact with the domestic animals with poor access to proper sanitary conditions, and limited access to medical care.

Primary peritoneal hydatid cyst is a very rare entity and is usually secondary to hepatic disease. The overall frequency of peritoneal echinococcosis is approximately 13%. Most of these cases are related to previous surgery for hepatic disease (3,4,7). Hydatid cysts might be asymptomatic or without any complications, but sometimes may rupture, become infected secondarily or infect other organs. Ultrasound imaging is the investigation of choice and is diagnostic in 95% of the cases. It can also indicate Hydatid sands in competent cysts, as well as floating membranes and vesicles. The CT scan is superior to ultrasonography in detecting extrahepatic cysts, but is not superior in the detection of omental cysts. However, it might generally indicate a cyst and its structure, besides calcifications.

Pseudocysts and complex cysts are characterized by walls of different thickness in CT scan and ultrasound. Imaging findings on CT show us the origin and whether the cyst is unilocular, contains daughter vesicles, contains daughter cysts, is partially calcified, or is completely calcified (dead cyst) (3,8,9).

Laboratory diagnosis is made by Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) test which is positive for echinococcus in 95-97% of infected patients. Routine laboratory tests including complete blood counts and liver function tests may be abnormal, but are nonspecific and cannot make a diagnosis (8).

Most of the times, the primary omental cyst is solitary. The mechanism responsible for this situation is not clear. Parasites should pass the liver filter followed by the lung filter before reaching atypical body areas. Hydatid cyst might have lymphatic distribution as well; so that if liver, lung, and spleen are spared, the hydatid cyst might distribute elsewhere and cause muscular, retroperitoneal involvement or affect the subcutaneous space (10).

It is difficult to preoperatively define the disease and ruling out other differential diagnosis based on the lesion site in unusual cases, and missing preoperative diagnosis is possible. The diagnosis is made by a set of diagnostic methods including imaging, scanning, and laboratory and serologic diagnostic tests. Since hydatid cysts cause a wide range of symptoms, multiple abdominal lesions must always be considered in the differential diagnosis (3,6,7).

The aim of hydatid cyst treatment is to remove current cyst as well as preventing...
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Surgery, whether conservative or radical, is still the treatment of choice in cysts. Total cystectomy without sacrificing other organs represents the basis of surgery. When a cyst is attached to the abdominal wall, percutaneous aspiration and alcohol injection and reaspiration can be useful. When a cyst has an intra-abdominal location, complete or partial cystectomy, with or without drainage, or omentopexy are the options. The surgical method used in this case was partial cystectomy with drainage (11,12,13).

Albendazole therapy should be added to the treatment to prevent spillage and to avoid recurrence of the disease. Preoperative treatment with albendazole is effective in reducing the rate of recurrence (6,14).

Overall, hydatid cyst should be considered as a differential diagnosis of omental cysts, especially in endemic areas for hydatid disease.
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